From the KYVL website, www.kyvl.org, choose For K12 Students > Elementary.

In the first box, you'll find links to Space Dog, and the Research Galaxy.

Students can choose the Research Galaxy links to resources for a universe of good resources for elementary research.

Ex: Britannica School Elementary is for K-5.

To find articles, use the QuickSearch at the top of the page.

Select the “For Kids” option and enter a search term in the next box. Results pull from multiple appropriate elementary sources.

Results will include encyclopedia entries and magazine articles.
A student can also choose to search a single resource or interface from any of the images links further down the webpage.

- **Britannica School Elementary**: Built for schools, the encyclopedia has content for grades K-6.
- **Primary Schools Explora**: An interface which brings together encyclopedia and magazine article results.
- **MAS Ultra — School Edition**: Contains popular public and school library magazines.
- **Middle Search Plus**: For upper elementary students who need more challenging articles.
- **Discover Books with NoveList**: Reader’s advisory database, helps in selecting fiction and series of interest.
- **Primary Search**: Provides full text of popular children’s magazines.
- **Scholastic go!**: Links to Scholastic elementary resources and has a single-search box.
- **TumbleBookCloud**: Skills-building resources starting at 4th grade. Each student needs their own login. Ebooks and audiobooks for middle and high school but does include great titles for read alouds.

You will be prompted to log in at KYVL.org when away from school.
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If you have any questions, Submit a Question to KYVL staff at [http://ask.kyvl.org](http://ask.kyvl.org) or ask your school librarian.
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